Microbee Technology
FTM-3SE
Freescale Tower System Compatible
Field Programmable Gate Array Module

Product Brief
The flexibility that programmable logic
brings to hardware design has now arrived
for the Freescale Tower System.
Now you can get even closer to your end
product design through rapid prototyping
by including FPGA design along with your
choice of processor and other system
building blocks.
The FTM-3SE Tower Module from
Microbee Technology has been designed to
provide access to a large number of device
I/O pins to connect to hardware specific to
your end application. You may choose to
implement VGA graphics, or specialised
timing control systems.
Perhaps multi-channel encrypted serial
comms or any of a myriad of other special
applications, and all from within your
Freescale Tower System.
Along with the large number of dedicated
I/O pins that are available, the module also
has connections to the Flexbus and an
expansion bus that is shared with the
onboard memories.

Specifications:
* Xilinx 500K Gate Spartan 3E FPGA (XC3S500E 208pin PQFP)
(Chosen for the FTM-3SE as it is the largest I/O availability device in a non-BGA package)
* FPGA may be loaded from onboard Flash, or via the Flexbus in Slave Parallel or Slave Serial mode
(Jumper configurable)
* Includes JTAG header for access to both the FPGA and the Configuration Flash (XCF04 serial flash)
for design debug and also programming of the Configuration flash device.
* Includes 2Mbytes of fast (10ns) static RAM in 16 bit wide x 1M x 2 chips configuration
* 4 GPIO Headers with a mix of I/O and Input Only signals from FPGA pins + power (+3v3) and GND
* Designed to operate within the Tower System, or can be used stand alone
(power-up is enabled by jumper selection - On when Tower System power detected, or Power always on)
* Flexbus signals wired to the FPGA and also to the FlexBus Header.
When board in use stand-alone, the Flexbus signals can be used as extra general I/O
* EXP Bus header (signals shared with SRAM) provides 16 bit Address, 8 bit data, R/Wn, CS, IRQn for extra devices to use
* Onboard power supplies for +Vin (from barrel connector) to +3v3 [I/O], +2v5 [Aux] and +1v2 [FPGA Core]
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I/O Availability:
GPIO EXP1 & 2 (2 x 20 way headers)
16 I/O each with +3v3 & GND
GPIO EXP3
(1 x 20 way header )
8 I/O, 8 Input only with +3v3 and GND
GPIO EXP4
(1 x 20 way header )
4 I/O, 12 Input only with +3v3 and GND
Each of the headers (GPIO EXP1 > 4) can
be split into 2 10 way cables each with 8 signal
lines and +3v3 and GND.
FLEXBUS header
This duplicates a subset of the Flexbus signals
and is provided so that these I/O lines that are
connected to the FPGA can be utilised easily
when the board is used in Stand-Alone mode.
It provides:
8 Data lines (I/O), 16 Address lines (I/O),
4 control signals - FB_CSn, RWn, OEn and IRQ
28 I/O available total.

Microbee Technology FTM-3SE module in the Freescale Tower.

EXP BUS header
This connector shares its signals wiith the SRAM
bus and can be used to expand the board with
Address / Data / Control scheme, or, if the SRAM
is not being used in your design, the signals can
be used as other general I/O.
It has the same pinout as the Flexbus Header
and has the same I/O availability.
It provides:
8 Data lines (I/O), 16 Address lines (I/O),
4 control signals - FB_CSn, RWn, OEn and IRQ
28 I/O available total.

On Board Jumper Selections:
* Power enable
Select power always on (Stand-Alone mode) or,
Power enable when Tower power detected
* Flexbus Chip select (select from FB_CS1n or FB_CS2n)
to access the FPGA from your Tower Micro board
* FPGA PROGn and DONE Signals jumper selections for a number
of common Tower I/O signals for reset of the board & detection of
valid image loaded.
* IRQ Select
Choose from 1 of 4 common IRQ signals on the Tower
* Configuration Mode Select
Select from 3 configuration programming modes:
- Master Serial mode (Xilinx image programmed by on board flash)
- Slave Serial mode (Program via Flexbus or header with serial data)
- Slave Parallel mode ( Program via Flexbus or header with Parallel data)

FTM-3SE module - part of the Freescale Tower
Rapid Prototyping ecosystem.

Power requirements:
The FTM-3SE board is powered via the barrel connector rather than power from the Tower.
The current drawn by the FPGA can be in excess (this depends on the complexity and clocking rates of your logic design)
of what is available to the Tower when being powered from USB, so an external power supply is required.
Recommended power input - +5v @ 1amp or greater.

For more information on the FTM-3SE Tower module, please contact Microbee Technology Pty Ltd
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